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SOLUTION GUIDE

Revedia revenue 
management services
Automate end-to-end workflows for maximum efficiency

MEDIA

Digital and linear content providers use revedia revenue management to improve outcomes across 

multiple dimensions.

Accounting

Track and manage payments, billing, invoicing, 

collections, and close reporting for digital and 

linear distribution revenues

Operations

Signal and headend management functionality 

easily integrates with network operating centers 

or thirdparty services

Data capture

Granular carriage and transaction 

layer capture of data 

Reporting

Robust standard and customizable reporting 

options to support the needs of various 

business users

Compliance

Maintain transparency into the performance 

of every platform and distribution partner 

Cost savings

Maximize productivity and reduce overhead 

by automating labor-intensive processes, 

including programmatic upload of key inputs

Mergers and acquisitions

Accommodate data consolidation 

initiatives associated with M&A activity 

Integrations

Modern architecture and cloud platform 

enables seamless APIs and custom integrations
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Key features

Revenue analysis:

Fast, accurate, efficient insight into financial performance 

Support for digital and linear revenue models

Historic and projected trends by platform, market, 

and more

Variance and compliance comparison across distributors

Accurate forecasting including subscriber and 

rate assumptions

Reporting:

Seamless, integrated, and extensive visibility into 

transaction activity

Cash reports

Monthly accrual and billing

Revenue and subscriber adjustments

Aging

Actuals (paid)

Agreement grids

Accounting:

Highly efficient accounts receivable, billing, 

and payment processing

Remittance and revenue processing and invoicing

Account reconciliation and accounting close

Automated invoice delivery to decrease 

A/R cycle times

Agreement administration:

Control and clarity of every distribution partner

Comprehensive and up-to-date universal 

distributor directory

Full audit trail and logging

Segment agreements into revenue-related entities

Single agreement mapping to multiple distributors 

and services

Rate upload functionality to expedite 

renewal process

Signal and headend management:

Seamless integration with Network Operating Centers

Manage launches and drops

Track and manage receivers in the field

Sophisticated advanced search of headend 

and receiver data

Ease of use:

Integration with general ledger software, CRM, 

and systems of record

Programmatic upload of key inputs and integrated 

business logic

User-friendly software interface designed for media 

revenue teams

Premium, expert-delivered onboarding, training, 

and support

Automated workflows and approvals
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Tested and proven

License revenue 

managed annually

Distributor 

relationships worldwide

Audit revenue 

processed annually

Digital and linear 

subscribers managed

Years of media 

revenue experience

$8B

1500+

$28B100M

30+
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